The Excuse Box

A great way of reducing excuse making

By Peter C. Scales, PhD, USPTA Certified Tennis Pro, author of Mental and Emotional Training for Tennis: Compete-Learn-Honor

If players are in the habit of making excuses for how they're playing, this usually means blaming everything and everybody but themselves. Winners are those who take personal responsibility for their game, win or lose.

The Excuse Box is a great way of reducing excuse-making. I got so frustrated one season at all the excuses the players were inventing for how they were playing that I took a little box and wrote "Excuse Box" on it, and placed it outside the fence around the courts. The players were told to drop all their excuses in the Excuse Box.

Either literally write them on a piece of paper and drop them in, or just imagine and pretend doing that, because the court should be an oasis from excuses, and a place where players take responsibility for what happens. And if you really want to go back down into the muck and mire of the excuses after practice, by all means take them out of the box and suffer some more after practice, if you must. But don't bring them onto the court.

The Excuse Box won't eliminate all excuse making by athletes, but you might be surprised by how much it will cut down on them!